GRAND   TOURS
British Somaliland, together with a corridor, fifty mi!e< I^rrj,
linking the port to the Abyssinian hinterland. All Grcjt
Britain was asking, if these terms were acceptable, was the re-
tention of certain specified grazing rights. Ogaden was the
literal casus belli. It was reasonable to expect that Mussolini
might be prepared to negotiate. He was not.
Between the 24th and 26th of June Eden had seen the Duce
for the last time, and it was a brusque farewell. The terms
were rejected out of hand. Eden, without in any way com-
peting with his father's temper, did not allow Mussolini to
have a monopoly over wrath. When questioned as to what
the British Government's reactions would be to a comprehen-
sive military campaign by Italy, he is reported to have said
that in that case the Suez would be no longer available for
Italian troopships. An imaginative journalist has caught the
atmosphere in which the interview was held by attributing
to Eden the remark immediately afterwards that * he treated
me as though I had stolen something!' Mussolini went on
with his scorching oratory. At Cagliari it was * we have old
and new accounts to settle—we will settle them.' At Sassari
he denounced foreign public opinion as a * ridiculous puppet
that would be burnt up by the zeal of the Blackshirts,' and as
soon as Eden had gone, at Eboli he spoke of * the revolution-
ary people of Italy' who had * irrevocably decided * to carry
the struggle to its conclusion.
It was to the rumbling of Italian thunder that the long
expected Cabinet reshuffle took place. MacDonald, weary
and ineffective, ma.de way for Baldwin as Prime Minister.
Baldwin thereupon removed Simon from the storm-centre to
the comparative security of the Home Office, and appointed
Sir Samuel Hoare to take his place. At the same time
Anthony Eden, whom many felt to have staked the higher
claim for the Foreign Secretaryship, was promoted to the
Cabinet without portfolio; but in response to Baldwin's subtle
instincts and shrewd electoral sense was to be nicknamed
6 Minister for League of Nations Affairs *. Nobody ques-
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